
Gemini Model History is an additional module for Pattern Designer, 
available as a subscription service, serving to ensure the traceability 
of the design process, by storing and managing the development 
stages and branches in the model evolution.
In fashion and apparel, as well as in upholstery and furniture, a new 
design is subject to many changes during developing, and these 
changes are generated by many contributors. Gemini Model History 
allows the user to return to and to manage any significant stage 
(restore point), where to follow or to add a development branch of 
the design, as needed.
By adding Gemini MARM module in the system configuration, the 
user can set differentiated access rights to each evolution stages or 
branches in the history of the model, by user and/or by dongle, thus 
being able to trace back the changes on the model and to know who 
did what, when and why.
All the above information regarding the model history is stored in 
the model file. 
Gemini Model History requires an annual contract (service provided 
for 12-month periods), based on monthly subscription fee.
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GEMINI
MODEL HISTORY

FUNCTIONALITY – it answers in an efficient and perfor-
mant way the need of product design traceability, which is 
a significant problem in design departments.

FLEXIBILITY – it can be used in different sectors and 
industries, from fashion and upholstery to other creative 
environments for flexible goods.

TOP-TECHNOLOGY – storing the model development 
history in a single file, it enables possibility to roll back the 
model to any significant point in its developing process, as 
well as to manage different branches of the same design.

ORGANIZING AND QUALITY BENEFITS – especially 
when combined with Gemini MARM for access rights 
management, it enforces discipline and individual 
responsibility, leading to reduced human errors and better 
products quality.


